
 
Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (10) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 13th of October 2019 

Location:  

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Marc Janvier-Olsen, Viktoriia Akhankova, Ana Mar 

Kreutzenbeck Pérez, Artem Gryshchenko, Siddharth Jethwani, 

Nadya Manuputty, Tom Flipse. 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Michael Sivolap.  

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points 

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives Evaluation  

9. Topic 2: ODC Meetings  

10. Topic 3: Policy Plan Update  

11. Topic 4: OV Strategy Documents  

12. Topic 5: Informal Meeting with the Dean  

13. Any other business 

14. Points for the CSR 

15. Points for the Media 

16. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alex opens the meeting at 11:02.  

 

2. Announcements  

• Tom: we don’t have a room for the O&C meeting today, we can have the meeting in the 

office.  

• The minutes of the DoR will stay internal. 

 

3. Setting the concept minutes  

The minutes of 6 November 2019 are set with some changes. 

 

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

191113-1: Alex sends the contact info on the ODC POW contact persons to Teun.  

191113-2: Ana Mar writes an announcement for Amsterdam United to reach students with a 

bicultural background 

 

5. Mail  

• Issue with Room Bookings  

  →19113-3: Birgit will answer Viraj’s mail on the double room bookings. 

• Social Safety Workshop for Boards by ASVA, Nov. 16th 

→ Minou can’t go, no one else can.  

• Not My Fault / Not my Debt Campaign 

→ 191113-4: PR will promote the Niet-mijn-schuld campaign on social media.  

• Strategy day FMG 

→ The Dutch speaking council members will check if they are able to go.  

• Kwaliteitsafspraken with LOF 

→ 191113-5: Artem will check if a CSR member is going to the quality agreements 

training (LOF). If someone is, he will send the minutes of the meeting to the FSR. 

 

6. Updates  

O&F update  

The last O&F committee meeting from the 6th of November started, as usual, with updates on 

the current files we are dealing with. However, nothing remarkable seems to have happened, 

apart from ongoing projects like Let Me Tell You or the Policy Plan. The committee also 

finished the planning of the DoR, i.e. the content of the introduction and the schedule. Besides, 

since the Policy Plan & Budget advice are finally completed, the committee now has more time 

to actively work on creating new initiatives. Hereby, the mental health file seems to have great 
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potential for that, as well as sexual harassment. However, ideas and initiatives are of course 

perfectly possible for all files! 

 

Chair update 

On Monday we had the agenda meeting with the dean and we also got a chance to discuss the 

previous OV. They were overall impressed with how well-prepared we were but expressed that 

they would like to have more discussion on the topics. We will further discuss this in the 

meeting.  

 Additionally, Sid and I had an informal meeting with the dean where we presented her 

some of the ideas of the FSR. Some topics we discussed include HST, ASW and Dutch courses 

(for council members and international students of the faculty). These are also part of the PV 

agenda so I'll offer more details then.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives Evaluation (phase: decision) 

The council evaluates the Day of the Representatives. The taskforce leader (Birgit) shares her 

experience organizing it. Birgit thanks everyone for being on time and being present. However, 

she noticed that some council members were on their laptops during the event. Next time, 

council members should not be on their laptops. Coins for drinks (borrel): for next time, council 

members should only take coins from the appointed person, no one can take coins from the 

‘used coin’-basket.  

 Green office: Brigit was surprised that the presentation took longer than expected, and 

she did not know what to do about it. Alex does not blame Birgit for the presentation running 

that late, Birgit prepared the event well. And next time, we should schedule some walk-in time. 

 Teun felt like we wanted to do too much in too little time, which was not that favourable 

for the discussion. Ana Mar: next time the focus on the event should be on the discussion 

(representatives giving their input) instead of a lecture. Because the representatives are giving 

us their precious time, we should keep it fun for them. Artem agrees with that it should be more 

of a discussion. Sid heard this from the attendees as well.  

 Next time, we should also invite the board members of the Common Room, since they 

are representatives as well! We already emailed the representatives a thankyou email. Sid would 

like to send the representatives the minutes. We could have had more time for discussion, but 

student involvement is a difficult topic. Minou: next time we should stand at the door and 

welcome the representatives, the walk-in was a bit awkward. Minou/Nadya will send the 

pictures to the PR taskforce. Teun thinks next time, we should have another location (lecture 

hall is a bit boring). Robin: the BoS-students and PC members were left out, the focus was more 

on study associations.  
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 Artem thanks Birgit for her hard work on this event, she took it very seriously. Birgit 

will work on an evaluation document for the following council. 

 

9. Topic 2: ODC Meetings (phase: orientation / decision) 

The council received the ODC meetings script prior to the PV. Not everyone read the script. 

  Alex: we should look at the files more on a domain level instead of a faculty level; 

because we could probably achieve more when discussing files with ODC’s! Keep in mind your 

files and what you want to accomplish this year. Keep in mind the planning of the ODC 

meetings should follow the schedule in the draaiboek.  

 Birgit: while Political Science students receive EC’s for their work in the FSR, students 

from different programs do not get this acknowledgement. This needs to be discussed on the 

domain level. Birgit could probably write a template so that everyone can discuss this in all of 

their ODC meetings. Subsequently, the domain directors could talk to the program directors on 

our behalf.  

 Contacting ODC attendees: Birgit has all of the contact information of the BoS-student, 

the file is on the Drive. 

 

10. Topic 3: Policy plan update (phase: decision) 

The policy plan is done! Sid did the final edition (spelling, punctuation). Sid sent it to the faculty 

office, the BoS-students, the CSR, FSR’s and other interested parties. Since we will post the 

policy plan on Facebook, the study associations will get to see it on there.  

 The taskforce will create a document highlighting the things that went well and things 

that didn’t go as well for future reference for the next council. 

 

11. Topic 4: OV Strategy Documents (Confidential)  

The council has received some of the OV strategy documents prior to the PV. The OV will start 

15 minutes earlier (13:45), since the dean has to leave 15 minutes earlier at the end. The strategy 

discussion is confidential.  

 

191113-6: The DB will create a table seating chart.  

191113-7: Robin will send out a datumprikker for the OV-preparation ASAP.   

 

12. Topic 5: Informal meeting with the dean (phase: decision) 

The council is updated on the informal meeting with the dean by Alex and Sid. The meeting 

lasted 30 minutes.  

 ASW was brought up. The dean stated that ASW is one bachelor program: the banner 

in the A-hall only includes the departments, not the bachelor programs. But this does not explain 

the questions regarding the problems on the website etc. ASW is an interdisciplinary study, as 

well as HST. If the programs is not on the banner, this will create the idea (among students) 
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that ASW and HST are not offered at the FMG. The faculty office will look into what can be 

done about it. This will be discussed in the OV as well.  

 Dutch courses: right now, council members can only get free Dutch courses up to the 

B1 level, and not higher (while higher might be more helpful in regards to the council work). 

More advanced courses are just as expensive as the lower level courses. The dean was quite 

positive about this advice/idea and said that she will look into this. Alex has a meeting regarding 

making Dutch courses available to the students of the faculty today. That might be way too 

expensive and out of the budget, but we could also start a massive open online course (MOOC).  

 How the OV went last time: the faculty office was happy to see that we were well-

prepared; but they thought the council members were too formal/direct. We could be more 

informal. And we should cut the first statement into two pieces and have more discussion 

instead of reading from the paper.  

 

13. Any other business 

Sexual harassment / social safety files 

Should these files be separated or merged? Alex’ idea to create a social safety file aimed at 

creating an umbrella term, to be able to work on other issues as well that do not regard sexual 

harassment. For instance: discrimination. Discrimination could be treated under diversity as 

well, but maybe social safety would be more suitable. The council decides to keep the files 

separate.  

 Minou would like to have one member of housing, one of diversity, one of mental health 

etc. in the new social safety file. Sid proposes to still keep the sexual harassment file since the 

file has already been set up. Next year’s FSR could drop the file if necessary.   

 

14. Points for the CSR 

No points.  

 

15. Points for the media 

Birgit is happy that the PR taskforce posted the budget to Facebook.  

 

16. Questions and closing  

Birgit will join the O&C meeting. Alex closes the meeting at 13:02.   

 

Action list 

191113-1: Alex sends the contact info on the ODC POW contact persons to Teun.  

191113-2: Ana Mar writes an announcement for Amsterdam United to reach students with a 

bicultural background 

19113-3: Birgit will answer Viraj’s mail on the double room bookings. 

191113-4: PR will promote the Niet-mijn-schuld campaign on social media.  
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191113-5: Artem will check if a CSR member is going to the quality agreements training (LOF). 

If someone is, he will send the minutes of the meeting to the FSR. 

191113-6: The DB will create a table seating chart.  

191113-7: Robin will send out a datumprikker for the OV-preparation ASAP.   

191106-1: Alex will ask Tom to join the ODC POW meetings. 

191106-2: Teun will set up the ODC POW meetings for ’19-’20. 

191106-3: Teun and Birgit will ask Tom Verhoek whether the problem with double room 

bookings (due to the use of two different applications) can be solved. 

191106-7: Ana Mar emails the study associations after the DoR on whether students are using 

the rooms booked by the associations for studying for exam weeks. (If it is necessary Robin 

will email Sterre on whether the FSR can book rooms for students as well). 

191030-3: Tom will contact Emma on a possible meeting (cc Robin and Alex). 

191030-7: Alex will respond to the dean regarding the Turkish student letter, after the council 

members have checked the response. 

191030-10: Birgit and Teun write a concrete document on what the ODC’s should ask the 

OWI’s regarding the clustering of rooms(guidelines on how to bring it up and what to get out 

of the discussion). 

191014-10: The PR taskforce sends the hoodies to the printing company by the 4th of 

November the latest. 

191014-13: O&F committee look into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan). 

191007-3: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG. 

191007-10: Nadya and Teun schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC Psychology. 

191007-11: Teun and Tom schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme directors 

for the ODC POW. 

191007-13: Ana Mar talks to Marieke about Marieke’s contacts with Dutch students with a 

bicultural background and checks whether they are interested in having a conversation with the 

dean or with the diversity working group. 

 


